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Formal Presentation:
• Neither the Table of Images nor the captions or footnotes provide sufficient information
about the
paintings – titles, but no media, date or source from whence they came…
• The frequent – and inconsistent – use of lower-case letters for proper names.
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Introduction
The purpose of this essay was to examine the idea of how emotion can be relate to culture
in India and out of India .the question evidently stands in the subject of visual arts as the
question and main focus of the essay is about the aesthetics and functionally of emotion
and culture .the numerous research questions were communicated in an challenge to best
explore the subject matter and title of essay.
"To what extent does the culture and emotional background of Chagall and Sorolla impact
their depiction of women?"
To answer this question within the essay, I had firstly talk about the meaning of each and
every word in my essay. Then apply these principles to demonstrate to the culture and
emotional background of Chagall and sorolla.
Through personal seeing of how women are suffering in present world and how they were
created in the past world too. I even took interviews also to find out that this question just
occurred in my mind or even the people thinks that women are actually suffering in this
world. I had to prove if emotion and culture are related to each other. And in the full essay I
believed that I have proven my point and myself being in confusion about emotion and
culture is clear about it. I believe more could I research.
The point of emotion and culture impacting an artist painting was clear explain in essay but
hand to hand I also found out that emotion and culture ,being two different terminology are
relate to each other in way to understand.
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Reference to an academic source, but without further comment.
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Reference to an academic source, but without further comment.

And
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Not only are the analysis and argument weak, there is no evidence that critical sources have been referred to.
This appears to be entirely the student’s (uninformed) thinking. There is the beginning of a valid point about
the kind of work / role assigned to women in many cultures, but even that is vague and the assumption that
this is what the artist intended is supported neither with evidence nor reference to critical research of any
kind. Links to the essay topic and question are there, but not persuasively so…
It’s a painting, not a print (and not dyed). Giclée is a
digital form of painting, so clearly:
- The knowledge and understanding are poor.
- The use of subject specific terminology is poor.

It’s not so
much
that the
student’s
command
of
English isn’t
great, the
title
is translated
from the
Spanish...

Here the argument and analysis are somewhat better, but ultimately subjective, with no
reference to research and in a manner that could easily be disputed – in other words, only
very partially convincing….
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Frequent use of the word dyed instead of painting

Taking the painting dyed by Sorolla's, which will deliberate in an emotional perception in the
same two hypotheses of the working women and the uses of water. It can be taken as how
women are the one how loves the child more than the men. It also shows the how women
are only the one facing the domestic works. If we see the emotion of the lady, in this picture
is very sad relating to the colours, the light and plain colour in the picture shows the
loneliness and sadness of the lady. The working of women shows how alone and sad she is.
She is working so much that her pain and sadness can be seen through her work. "The
workinf for the domestic women means domestic painful, endless work. making the child
take bath is basically showing the women end up doing all the work and they are one who
t,:rke cares of the family but can ever show there feeling·to anyone which can be clear seen
in this picture by the emotion in the face and the colour of the background. We can't say
anything about the "naked child" because Sorolla's has dyed his back. may be the feeling of
being naked in this painting is been hurt because the child is getting the name of being
naked or is embarrassed in front of the world that's why face is not being seen.

Work of Marc Chagall
The painting was one of his famous paintings.
The painting was. painted :in canvas which
offers beautiful colour accuracy. It has been
painted with the perfect colour mixing and the
finishing touch of the canvas.

This painting is dy_eci by mare Chagall. This
reconciliation of art can be taken in different
Image 4- by Marc Chagall, love is in the.air
perception, but from my perception-It's about
the affection between two people and
symbolise the saying II love is in the air" the appearance of this image has been brought up
in such a way the colours are been brought up in an emotional manner not only by the
colour even the design and the intention in the image of the people in the picture,
preliminary from the red of the carpet to the blue cotes , from the eyes of the girl to the
eyes of the boys , to the bending his back to the long neck every part of the picture is filled
with emotions .the portraiture is named as love is in the air ", connotation the feeling of
11
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This is
very
superficial
analysis.
While this
analysis
is much
better.

The survey referred to is meaningless.
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No knowledge or understanding of some
of the significant developments in 20th
and 21st century art: this is all based on
assumptions.

This is without substantiation.
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